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Improved Breakdown Criterion





LetM D St2Œt0;t/†t be a part of vacuum globally hyperbolic space-time
.M; g/, foliated by constant mean curvature hypersurfaces †t with t0 < t <
0. We improve the existing breakdown criteria for Einstein vacuum equations
by showing that the foliation can be extended beyond t provided the second
fundamental form k and the lapse function n satisfy the weaker conditionZ t
t0
.kkkL1.†t / C kr lognkL1.†t //dt < 1:
The proof of this result relies on the second main result of the paper, which gives
a uniform lower bound on the null radius of injectivity. © 2011 Wiley Periodi-
cals, Inc.
1 Introduction
Let .M; g/ be a (3+1)–dimensional vacuum globally hyperbolic space-time, i.e.,
g is a Lorentz metric of signature .;C;C;C/ satisfying the Einstein vacuum
equations
Ric.g/ D 0;
and every causal curve intersects a Cauchy surface at precisely one point. If .M; g/
has a compact, constant mean curvature (CMC) Cauchy surface †0 with mean
curvature t0 < 0, then there exists a foliation of a neighborhood of †0 by compact
CMC surfaces, and the mean curvature varies monotonically from slice to slice.
The CMC conjecture states that there is a foliation in M of CMC Cauchy surfaces
with mean curvatures taking on all allowable values; i.e., the mean curvatures take
all values in .1; 0/ if †0 is of Yamabe type 1 or 0, while the mean curvatures
take on all values in .1;1/ if †0 is of Yamabe type C1. Some progress has
been made [3]; the CMC conjecture, however, remains open. An important step to
attack the CMC conjecture is to provide a reasonable breakdown criterion to detect
what may happen when the CMC foliation cannot be extended.
In order to set up the framework, in this paper we assume thatM is a part of
the space-time .M; g/ foliated by CMC hypersurfaces †t with mean curvature t
satisfying t0  t < t for some t0 < t < 0. We shall refer to †0 WD †t0 as the
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initial slice. Thus,M D St2Œt0;t/†t with t < 0 and there is a time function t
defined onM, monotonically increasing toward the future, such that each †t is
a level hypersurface of t with the lapse function n and the second fundamental
form k defined by
n WD .g.Dt;Dt //1=2 and k.X; Y / WD g.DXT; Y /;
where T denotes the future directed unit normal to †t , D denotes the space-time
covariant differentiation associated with g, andX and Y are vector fields tangent to
†t . Let g be the induced Riemannian metric on †t , and let r be the correspond-
ing covariant differentiation. For any coordinate chart O  †0 with coordinates
x D .x1; x2; x3/, let x0 D t; x1; x2; x3 be the transported coordinates on Œt0; t/
 O obtained by following the integral curves of T. Under these coordinates the
metric g takes the form
(1.1) g D n2 dt2 C gij dxi dxj :
Moreover, relative to these coordinates there hold the evolution equations
@tgij D 2nkij ;(1.2)
@tkij D rirjnC n.Rij C Tr kkij  2kiakaj /;(1.3)
and the constraint equations
R  jkj2 C .Tr k/2 D 0;(1.4)
rjkj i  ri Tr k D 0;(1.5)
on each †t , where Rij and R denote the Ricci curvature and the scalar curvature
of the induced metric g on †t , and Tr k denotes the trace of k, i.e., Tr k D gijkij .
Since Tr k D t on †t , it follows from the above equations that
(1.6) div k D 0
and
(1.7) nC jkj2n D 1
on each †t .




kRkL1.†t / D ƒ0 < 1
for all t < 0, then the CMC foliation exists for all values in Œt0; 0/, where R
denotes the Riemannian curvature tensor of the space-time .M; g/.
Recently Klainerman and Rodnianski [12] provided a new breakdown criterion




.kkkL1.†t / C kr lognkL1.†t // D ƒ0 < 1:
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This condition refers only to the second fundamental form k and the lapse func-
tion n, which requires one degree less of differentiability, in contrast to the break-
down criterion of Anderson. Moreover, (1.8) implies (1.9) by purely elliptic esti-
mates. Therefore, the result in [12] is a significant improvement. The argument
in [12] relies heavily on the tools from the theory of hyperbolic equations. The
analogous result has been extended to nonvacuum space-time in [13].
If we consider the Einstein equation expressed relative to the wave coordinates,




k@gkL1 dt D 1:
This condition, however, is not geometric since it depends on the choice of a full
coordinate system. Observe that the components of the second fundamental form k
and rn can be viewed as part of the components of @g. It is natural to ask if we
have an integral form of breakdown criterion involving k and n only. The first main
result of the present paper confirms this and provides a geometric counterpart of
(1.10), which can be viewed as an improved version of the breakdown criterion of
Klainerman and Rodnianski.
THEOREM 1.1 (Main Theorem I1). Let .M; g/ be a globally hyperbolic develop-
ment of†0 foliated by the CMC level hypersurfaces of a time function t < 0. Then
the space-time together with the foliation †t can be extended beyond any value




.kkkL1.†t / C kr lognkL1.†t //dt D K0 < 1:
More precisely, the CMC foliation of the space-time can be extended to Œt0; tCı/
for some 0 < ı  t depending only on K0, j†0j, t0, and t and suitable norms
of the initial data.
We fix the convention for the deformation tensor of T, expressed relative to an
orthonormal frame fe0 D T; e1; e2; e3g, as
˛ˇ D g.De˛T; eˇ /; ˛; ˇ D 0; 1; 2; 3:
It is easy to check that
(1.12) 00 D 0; 0i D ri logn; i0 D 0; ij D kij ; i; j D 1; 2; 3:
Consequently, condition (1.11) can be formulated as
(A1) kkL1t L1x .M/ WD
Z t
t0
kkL1.†t /dt D K0 < 1:
To see the difficulties posed by the weaker condition (1.11), let us review the
mechanism in the proof of [12]. In order to continue the foliation, according to the
1Our method applies equally well to the case where the †t are asymptotically flat and maximal,
i.e., Tr k D 0, and can also be extended to Einstein space-time with matters.
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local existence theorem given in [5, theorem 10.2.1], one must establish a global
uniform bound for the curvature tensor R and L2-bounds for its first two covariant
derivatives. Since .M; g/ is a vacuum space-time, by virtue of the Bianchi identity,
R verifies a wave equation of the form
(1.13) gR D R ? R;
where  denotes the covariant wave operator  D D˛D˛. Based on higher en-
ergy estimates, it is standard to show that the L2-bounds for DR and D2R can be
bounded in terms of the L1-norm of R. Thus, the derivation of the L1-bound
of R is a crucial step. In order to achieve this goal, Klainerman and Rodnianski
[10] succeeded in representing R.p/, for each p 2 M, by a Kirchhoff-Sobolev




A  .R ? R/C other terms
where A is a 4-covariant tensor defined as a solution of a transport equation along
N.p; / with appropriate initial data at the vertex p, and N.p; / denotes the
portion of the null boundary N.p/ in the time interval Œt .p/  ; t.p/. The past
null cone N.p/ is in general an achronal Lipschitz hypersurface ruled by the set
of past null geodesics from p. In order to derive all necessary estimates, one must
show that N.p/ remains a smooth hypersurface in the time slab Œt .p/  ; t.p//
for some universal constant  > 0. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a uniform
lower bound for the past null radius of injectivity at all p 2 M.
Let us recall briefly the definition of the past null radius of injectivity at p; one
may consult [11] for more details. We parametrize the set of past null vectors
in TpM in terms of ! 2 S2, the standard sphere in R3. Then, for each ! 2 S2, let
l! be the null vector in TpM normalized with respect to the future, unit, timelike
vector Tp by
g.l! ;Tp/ D 1;
and let !.s/ be the past null geodesic with initial data !.0/ D p and dds!.0/ D




which may only be smooth almost everywhere on N.p/ and can be multivalued
on a set of exceptional points. We can choose the parameter s with s.p/ D 0 so
that
DLL D 0 and L.s/ D 1:
This s is called the affine parameter.
The past null radius of injectivity i.p/ at p is then defined to be the supremum
over all the values s0 > 0 for which the exponential map
gp W .s; !/ ! !.s/
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is a global diffeomorphism from .0; s0/  S2 to its image in N.p/. It is known
that i.p/ > 0 for each p, N.p/ is smooth within the null radius of injectivity,
and
i.p/ D minfs.p/; l.p/g;
where s.p/, the past null radius of conjugacy at p, is defined to be the supremum
over all values s0 > 0 such that the exponential map gp is a local diffeomorphism
from .0; s0/  S2 to its image in N.p/, and l.p/, the past cut locus radius at
p, is defined to be the smallest value of s0 for which there exist two distinct null
geodesics 1 and 2 from p with 1.s0/ D 2.s0/.
For the CMC foliation, it is convenient to introduce the past null radius of in-
jectivity i.p; t/ at each p with respect to the global time function t . We define
i.p; t/ to be the supremum over all the values  > 0 for which the exponential
map
(1.14) Gp W .t; !/ ! !.s.t//
is a global diffeomorphism from .t.p/ ; t.p// S2 to its image inN.p/. We
remark that s is a function not only depending on t but also on !; we suppress !
just for convenience. It is known that
i.p; t/ D minfs.p; t/; l.p; t/g;
where s.p; t/ is defined to be the supremum over all values  > 0 such that the
map Gp is a local diffeomorphism from .t.p/  ; t.p//  S2 to its image, and
l.p; t/ is defined to be the smallest value of  > 0 for which there exist two
distinct null geodesics 1.s.t// and 2.s.t// from p that intersect at a point with
t D t .p/  :
In [11] Klainerman and Rodnianski provided a uniform lower bound on the null
radius of injectivity under the assumption (1.9). In order to complete the proof of
Theorem 1.1, we provide a uniform lower bound on the null radius of injectivity
under the weaker condition (1.11), which is contained in the second main result of
the present paper.
THEOREM 1.2 (Main Theorem II). Assume thatM is a globally hyperbolic de-
velopment of †0 satisfying condition (1.11). Then for all p 2 M there holds
(1.15) i.p; t/ > minfı; t .p/  t0g;
where ı > 0 is a universal constant.2
In order to prove this result, it is useful to review the essential steps in the work
of Klainerman and Rodnianski in [11]. The first step is to show that
(1.16) s.p; t/ > minfl.p; t/; ıg
2A universal constant always means a constant depending only on Q0, K0, j†0j, t, and the
number I0 > 0 such that I10  .gij /  I0 on the initial slice †0, where Q0 denotes the Bel-
Robinson energy on the initial slice †0, which will be defined in Section 2. Throughout this paper
C always denotes a universal constant.
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with  WD minfl.p; t/; ıg, where  is the null second fundamental form AB D
g.DAL; eB/ of the two-dimensional spacelike surface St WD N.p/ \ †t with
.eA/AD1;2 being a frame field tangent to St . The analogue has been carried out
in [7, 8, 9, 14] for geodesic foliations under the boundedness assumption of the
curvature flux. In order to adapt those arguments to prove (1.17) for the time
foliations, one needs to show that t .p/  t and s are comparable and the geodesic
curvature flux (see [11]) is bounded, both of which rely on the relation
(1.18) ja  1j  1
2
on N.p; /;
where a, the null lapse function, is defined by a1 WD g.T; L/ with a.p/ D 1.





D ;  WD kNN  rN logn;
whereN is the unit inward normal of St in†t . If (1.9) is satisfied, one can see that
(1.18) holds for t .p/ı  t  t .p/ for some universal ı > 0, and consequently
s and t .p/  t are comparable. However, under the weaker condition (1.11) only,










anjj2 dt  C
where ! is the portion of a past null geodesic that initiates from p and is contained
in N.p; / for some universal constant ı > 0.
How to obtain such an estimate on  is the first difficulty we encounter. Under
the assumption (1.11) only, it relies crucially on the following two ingredients:3
(1) there holds for =r the decomposition
(1.20) =r D rLP CQ
with P andQ appropriate St tangent tensors;
(2) there holds
(1.21) k=r.; P /kL2.N.p;// C krL.; P /kL2.N.p;//  C:
As one of the important observations in our work, the decomposition of the form
(1.20) is derived in [15, 16]. How to obtain the estimate for  in (1.21) still poses a
substantial difficulty due to the weaker assumption. The estimate for rN logn of
3 =r denotes the connection with respect to the induced metric  on St .
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the form (1.21) can be obtained by elliptic estimates and the trace inequality. By
an elliptic estimate, in view of
(1.22) div k D 0; curl k D H;
where H denotes the magnetic part of R, we can only derive kkkH1x .†/  C ,
which, by the classic trace theorem, loses a half derivative if restricted to the null
cone. However, (1.21) requires the L2 control of one derivative of kNN on null
cones. Hence we must adopt a novel approach, which significantly surpasses the
one via an elliptic estimate and the trace inequality. This motivates the application
of the tensorial wave equation for k, which symbolically is given by
(1.23) k D k RicCn2r2 PnC rkn3 Pnr2nC  Ck r2nn1k:
We then prove by the energy method that the k-flux satisfies
(1.24) k=rkkL2.N.p;// C krLkkL2.N.p;//  C;
which schematically gives the desired control on kNN .
The treatment for P andQ in (1.20) has to be coupled with the proof of a series
of estimates for the Ricci coefficients on the null hypersurfaceN.p; / including
(1.17) by a delicate bootstrap argument. Hence, under condition (1.11) only, (1.17),
(1.18), and (1.19) should be proved simultaneously. The proof, though close to the
spirit of the works [7, 8, 9, 14], is very involved and entails new observations on
the delicate structures of Ricci coefficients. We refer the reader to [15, 16] for full
details.
The next step is to find a good system of local space-time coordinates under
which g is comparable to the Minkowski metric. More precisely, for a sufficiently
small constant 	 > 0, one needs to show that there exists a constant ı > 0,
depending only on 	 and some universal constants, for which each geodesic ball
Bı.p/ with p 2 †t admits local coordinates x D .x1; x2; x3/ such that under
the corresponding transport coordinates x0 D t; x1; x2; x3 the metric g has the
expression (1.1) with
(1.25) jn  n.p/j  	 and jgij  ıij j  	
on Bı.p/  Œt .p/  ı; t .p/. The existence of such local coordinates together
with (1.17) will enable us to show that N.p; ı/ is close to the flat cone and
consequently l.p; t/  ı.
The part on n in (1.25) can be established by elliptic estimates on n and @tn. The
derivation of the result for g under the weaker condition (1.11), however, presents
one of the core difficulties, which invokes new methods and a second application
of (1.23).
By the Bel-Robinson energy bound Q.t/  C and a result of Anderson [1],
one can control the lower bound of the harmonic radius on †t such that with the
coordinates x D .x1; x2; x3/ on Bı.p/  †t ,




The challenge is to control the time evolution of g. Using (1.2), one has4
(1.26) jgij .x; t.p//  gij .x; t/j .
Z t.p/
t
jk.x; t 0/jdt 0:






dt 0  ƒ0 < 1
for some q > 1, then with ı sufficiently small




Without a uniform positive lower bound on the null radius of injectivity, deriv-
ing (1.27) only under assumption (1.11) is essentially to attack the L2 curvature
conjecture, which is still an open and extremely hard problem. Under assumption





jk.x; t 0/j2 dt 0  C:
This together with (1.26) gives
jgij .x; t.p//  gij .x; t/j .
Z t.p/
t
jk.x; t 0/j2 dt 0
1=2
.t.p/  t /1=2
. .t.p/  t /1=2;
which implies jgij .x; t.p//gij .x; t/j < 12	 as long as ı is appropriately chosen.
The major part of the present paper is therefore to establish (1.29) under the
weaker condition (1.11). To this end, we will use the Kirchhoff parametrix to
represent k as
4n.p/k.p/  J D
Z
N.p;/
k  A C other terms
for any ı < i.p; t/, where J is any 2-covariant tensor at p tangent to †t.p/ and
A is the †-tangent tensor defined by
DLAij C 1
2
trAij D 0 on N.p; /; lim
t!t.p/
.t.p/  t /Aij D J:
It can be shown that krAkL1.N.p;// . 1 together with other estimates on A,




r1jkj C other terms:
4We use ˆ1 . ˆ2 to mean that ˆ1  Cˆ2 for some universal constant C .
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Next we let p move along an integral curve ˆ.t/ of T to get the representations













In view of (1.23), we have to employ various estimates of k and n on the null
cones, which will be established by delicate analysis. We emphasize that due to
the severe loss of derivatives arising from the restriction from space-time to null
cones, under the assumption of (1.11) only, the Kirchhoff parametrix is not pow-
erful enough to establish the Strichartz estimate in (1.27). One of the key inno-
vations of our approach lies in using (1.30) to prove (1.29), which is sufficient
for the purpose of controlling the evolution of metrics. As seen in (1.30), inte-
grating n.p/2jk.p/j2 with p moving along the time axis leads to an integral overS
t2.t.p/;t.p//N.ˆ.t/; t  t .p/C/, which tackles the difficulty coming from
restriction and enables us to obtain the sharp estimate in (1.29).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect some preliminary
results that will be used frequently. In Section 3 we establish various elliptic esti-
mates on the lapse function n; in particular, we show that n can be bounded from
below and above by positive universal constants. In Section 4 we provide the sketch
of the proof of Theorem 1.2. We describe how to use the bootstrap argument to es-
tablish (1.17) and other related estimates on the null cones. We then show how to
use estimate (1.29) to obtain a good system of local space-time coordinates, which
is crucial for completing the proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof of (1.29) occupies
the next five sections. In Section 5 we derive a tensorial wave equation for k and
in Section 6 we provide the estimate for the so-called k-flux, which will be defined
later. In Section 7 we provide some trace estimates on the surfaces St . We then use
these results in Section 8 to establish various estimates for k, n, and  on the null
cones. In Section 9 we adapt the Kirchhoff-Sobolev formula in [10] to represent
the second fundamental form k, through which we give the proof of (1.29) under
condition (1.11) and thus complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. Finally, in Section 10
we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2 Preliminaries
For the lapse function n, by using the elliptic equation n C jkj2n D 1 and




 n  3
t2
on †t :
In the next section, by virtue of condition (A1) on k, we will show that n in fact
can be bounded from below by a positive constant uniformly for all t 2 Œt0; t/.
Thus C1  n  C onMI for some universal constant C > 0.
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For each slice †t , we use j†t j to denote its volume. Then, by using @tgij D
2nkij and Tr k D t on †t we have
d
dt





This implies that jt j3j†t j is decreasing with respect to t . Consequently,
(2.2) j†t j  jt0j
3
jt j3 j†t0 j 
jt0j3
jtj3 j†t0 j 8t0  t  t:
2.1 Bel-Robinson Energy
We start with a brief review of Bel-Robinson energy; one may consult [5] for
more details. Associated to the Weyl tensor R, the Bel-Robinson tensor is the full
symmetric, traceless tensor defined by
(2.3) QŒR˛ˇı D R˛Rˇı C ?R˛?Rˇı;







Since R˛ˇ D 0, an integration by parts shows for t0  t < t that








Let E and H denote the electric and magnetic parts of the curvature tensor R
defined by
(2.4) E.X; Y / D g.R.X;T/T; Y /; H.X; Y / D g.?R.X;T/T; Y /:
It is well-known that E and H are traceless symmetric 2-tensors tangent to †t
with
jRj2 D jEj2 C jH j2; jQŒRj  4.jEj2 C jH j2/
and
Q.T;T;T;T/ D jEj2 C jH j2:
Therefore
Q.t/  Q.t0/C 12
Z t
t0
knkL1.†t0 /Q.t 0/dt 0:
By the Gronwall inequality it follows that







for all t 2 Œt0; t/. Therefore, in view of condition (A1), we obtain the uniform
boundedness of the Bel-Robinson energy.
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LEMMA 2.1. Under condition (A1), there exists a constant C depending only
on K0 and t such that
Q.t/  CQ20
for all t 2 Œt0; t/, whereQ20 WD Q.t0/.
Consequently, we have the following:














PROOF. The inequality on k follows from [12, prop. 8.4] and Lemma 2.1. The
inequality on Ric then follows from the identityRij kiakaj CTr k kij D Eij . 
2.2 Harmonic Coordinates
For any coordinate chart O  †0 with local coordinates x D .x1; x2; x3/, we
denote by x0 D t; x1; x2; x3 the transported coordinates on Œt0; t/  O obtained
by transporting along the integral curves of T. The following is an immediate
consequence of (A1) and (1.2).
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let assumption (A1) hold. There exists a positive constant C0
depending only on K0 such that, relative to the induced transported coordinates
x0 D t , x1, x2, x3 in Œt0; t/ O we have
(2.6) C10 jj2  gij .t; x/ ij  C0jj2:
PROOF. This is [12, prop. 2.4], which was stated under the stronger condition
(1.9); the proof, however, requires only the weaker assumption (A1). 
Using Proposition 2.3, one can derive a uniform lower bound on the volume
radius for all the slices †t ; see [11, prop. 4.4]. In view of kRickL2.†t /  C
in Lemma 2.2 and (2.2) on j†t j, we may apply [1, theorem 3.5] to obtain the
following results on the existence of harmonic coordinates.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let assumption (A1) hold. For any 	 > 0, there exists r0 > 0
depending on 	, Q0, K0, j†0j, and t such that every geodesic ball Br.p/  †t
with r  r0 admits a system of harmonic coordinates x D .x1; x2; x3/ under
which






We will not use the full strength of this result. The crucial part in our applica-
tions is the existence of local coordinates x D .x1; x2; x3/ on each Br0.p/  †t
satisfying (2.7) with r0 > 0 depending only on 	,Q0, K0, j†0j, and t.
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2.3 Sobolev-Type Inequalities
We will give several Sobolev-type inequalities under assumption (A1). These
inequalities are useful in establishing various estimates.
LEMMA 2.5. Let assumption (A1) hold onM. Then for any smooth tensor fieldF
on †t  M and any 2  p  6 there holds





C kF kL2.†t /

;
where C is a constant depending only on K0 and p.
PROOF. This is [12, cor. 2.7]. 
The following inequality is useful in deriving L1-bounds of certain quantities.
LEMMA 2.6. Let assumption (A1) hold onM. Then for any smooth tensor fieldF
on †t  M and 3 < p  6 there holds





C krF kL2.†t / C kF kL2.†t /

;
where C is a constant depending only on K0 and p.
PROOF. By using a partition of unity, the Sobolev embedding W 1;p.R3/ ,!
L1.R3/ with p > 3, and (2.6) in Proposition 2.3, it is easy to derive for any scalar
function f on †t that
kf kL1.†t /  C.krf kLp.†t / C kf kLp.†t //:
Now we take f D jF j2 in the above inequality. It yields
kF k2L1.†t /  C.krjF j2kLp.†t / C kjF j2kLp.†t //
 C.krF kLp.†t / C kF kLp.†t //kF kL1.†t /:
This implies for p > 3 that
kF kL1.†t /  C.krF kLp.†t / C kF kLp.†t //:
The desired inequality then follows from Lemma 2.5. 
3 Elliptic Estimates for the Lapse Function n
In this section, we establish a series of elliptic estimates on the lapse function n
together with n1 and Pn WD @tn under assumption (A1). These results will be
repeatedly used in later sections. Throughout this paper we will use C to denote a
universal constant.
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3.1 Estimates on n
PROPOSITION 3.1. On each †t  M there holds
kr2nkL2.†t / C krnkL2.†t /  C:
PROOF. By multiplying equation (1.7) by n and integrating over †t , we obtainR
†t
.jrnj2 Cjkj2n2/ D R†t n: In view of (2.1) and (2.2), this gives krnkL2  C .






It then follows from equation (1.7), Lemma 2.2, and the Hölder inequality that
kr2nkL2 . kkk2L4 C j†t j1=2 C kRick1=2L2 krnkL4 . 1C krnkL4 :
With the help of Lemma 2.2, we have




which together with the bound on krnkL2 implies kr2nkL2  C . 
In order to derive further estimates, we need the following inequality:
LEMMA 3.2. For any 1-form F on †t  M there holds
(3.1) kr2F kL2.†t /  C.kF kL2.†t / C krF kL2.†t / C kF kL2.†t //:



















Since †t is three-dimensional, the Riemannian curvature tensor is completely de-
termined by its Ricci curvature. Thus, we may use (3.2), the Hölder inequality,
Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.5, and Lemma 2.6 to obtain the estimate
kr2F kL2 . kF kL2 C kRick1=2L2 krF kL4 C kF kL1kRickL2








With the help of Young’s inequality, inequality (3.1) follows immediately. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. On each †t  M there hold
kr3nkL2.†t /  C.krnkH1.†t / C kkkL1.†t //;(3.3)
krnkL1.†t /  C
krnkH1.†t / C kkk.3=2/.3=p/L1.†t / kr2nk.3=p/.1=2/L2.†t / ;(3.4)
where 3 < p  6.
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PROOF. A simple application of Lemma 3.2 to F D rn gives
(3.5) kr3nkL2 . krnkL2 C kr2nkL2 C krnkL2 :
By (1.7) and the commutation formularin D rinCRijrjn, we can estimate
krnkL2 . kkk2L6krnkL6 C kkkL1krkkL2 C kRickL2krnkL1 :
Plugging this into (3.5) and using Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.5 gives
kr3nkL2 . krnkL1 C krnkH1 C kkkL1 :
Using Lemma 2.6 for the term krnkL1 with p D 4, we then obtain
kr3nkL2 . kr3nk3=4L2 kr2nk
1=4
L2
C krnkH1 C kkkL1 :
This implies (3.3). Inequality (3.4) follows from (3.3) and Lemma 2.6. 
By integrating (3.3) and (3.4) in time, in view of (A1) and Proposition 3.1 we
obtain the following mixed norm estimates.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 1  b < 2. Then there hold
kr3nkL1t L2x.M/  C and krnkLbt L1x .M/  C:
3.2 Estimates on n1
We now show that n is bounded below by a positive constant uniformly for all
t0  t < t. We achieve this by establishing the following estimates.
PROPOSITION 3.5. On each †t  M there hold
kr2.n1/kL2.†t / C kn1kL1.†t /  C:






From (1.7) we can derive .n1/ D 2n3jrnj2 C n2  jkj2n1. Consequently,
it follows from the Hölder inequality that
k.n1/kL2 . kn1rnkL4kr.n1/kL4 C kkk2L6kn1kL6 C kn1k2L4 :
Combining this inequality with (3.6) and using the Sobolev embeddingH 1.†/ ,!
Lp.†/ with 2  p  6, which is a consequence of Lemma 2.5, we obtain
(3.7)
kr2.n1/kL2 . kn1rnkL4kr.n1/kL4




We need to estimate kn1rnkL4 . To this end, we multiply equation (1.7) by
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In view of Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 3.1 we have krnkL6  C . In view of
Lemma 2.5 and (3.8) with l D 5 we also have























kr.n1/kL4 C .kn1kH1 C 1/kn1kH1 C kr.n1/kL4 :
Applying Lemma 2.5 to the term kr.n1/kL4 and then using Young’s inequality,
we obtain
(3.9) kr2.n1/kL2 . kn1k4H1 C kn1kH1 :
In order to estimate kn1kH1 , we use (3.8) with l D 3 to obtain kr.n1/kL2 .
kkkL4kn1kL4 . Applying Lemma 2.5 to kn1kL4 and using Young’s inequality
we derive
(3.10) kr.n1/kL2 . .kkkL4 C kkk4L4/kn1kL2 . kn1kL2 :
The combination of (3.9) and (3.10) gives
kr2.n1/kL2 C kr.n1/kL2 . kn1k4L2 C kn1kL2 :




kn1kL2 , which implies
kn1kL2  kkk2L4  C . Consequently, kn1kH2  C . With the help of
Lemma 2.6 the estimate kn1kL1  C follows immediately. 
3.3 Estimates on Pn WD @tn
With the help of (1.2), (1.3), (1.6), and (1.7) and the fact Tr k D t , we derive
that
(3.11)
 Pn D 4nkijrirjnC jkj2 Pn  2kai rinranC Tr kjrnj2
C 2nRijkij C 2njkj2 Tr k:
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Now we multiply equation (3.11) by Pn and integrate over †t . By using the bound-
edness of n and the Hölder inequality we obtainZ
†t




In view of Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 3.1 we haveZ
†t
.jr Pnj2 C jkj2j Pnj2/ . k PnkL4 C kPnkL2 . kr PnkL2 C kPnkL2 :





. kr PnkL2 C kPnkL2 :
We therefore obtain the following:
LEMMA 3.6. On each †t  M, there holds
(3.12) kr PnkL2.†t / C kPnkL2.†t /  C:
Now we are ready to give some mixed-norm estimates on Pn.
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let 1  b < 2. Then there hold
kr2 PnkL1t L2x.M/  C and k PnkLbt L1x .M/  C:
PROOF. In view of (A1), it suffices to establish on each †t the inequalities
kr2 PnkL2.†t / . kkkL1.†t / C 1;(3.13)
k PnkL1.†t / . kkk3=23=pL1.†t / C 1;(3.14)
for any 3 < p  6.








Applying Lemma 2.5 to kr PnkL4 and using Young’s inequality and (3.12), it fol-
lows that
(3.15) kr2 PnkL2 . k PnkL2 C kPnkL2 . k PnkL2 C 1:
By virtue of the estimates in Lemma 2.2, Proposition 3.1, and (3.12), it follows
from (3.11) that k PnkL2 . kkkL1 C 1. Thus kr2 PnkL2 . kkkL1 C 1, which is
exactly (3.13). Inequality (3.14) follows from Lemma 2.6, (3.13), and (3.12). 
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4 Null Radius of Injectivity: Proof of Main Theorem II
In this section we sketch the proof of Theorem 1.2. The complete proof is rather
involved and requires a delicate bootstrap argument. For any t0 < t1 < t we
consider the slabMI D
S
t2I †t with I D Œt0; t1. We set, for each p 2 MI ,
zi.p; t/ D
(
C1 if i.p; t/ > t.p/  t0;
i.p; t/ otherwise,
and define
(4.1) i WD minfzi.p; t/ W p 2 MI g:
Due to the compactness ofMI , we have i > 0. In order to complete the proof of
Theorem 1.2, it suffices to show that i > ı for some universal constant ı > 0.
We will use the following result concerning the lower bound on the null radius of
injectivity of a globally hyperbolic space-time, which has essentially been proved
in [11].
THEOREM 4.1. Let C1  n  C onMI for some constant C > 0. Then there
exists a small constant 	 > 0 depending only on C such that if, for some constant
ı > 0, the three conditions stated below hold for all p 2 MI , then there holds
i > ı; i.e., the null radius of injectivity satisfies
i.p; t/ > minfı; t .p/  t0g
for all p 2 MI . Those conditions are:
(C1) the null radius of conjugacy satisfies
s.p; t/ > minfi; ıgI
(C2) for each t satisfying
0  t .p/  t  minfi; ıg;
the metric t on S2, obtained by restricting the metric g on †t to St WD
N.p/\†t and then pulling it back to S2 by the exponential map G.t;  /,
satisfies
jt .X;X/  ı.X;X/j < 	 ı.X;X/ 8X 2 TS2;
where
ı
 is the standard metric on S2I
(C3) on Up WD IpBı.p/ with Ip WD Œt .p/minfi; ıg; t .p/ andBı.p/ 
†t.p/ a geodesic ball, there is a system of coordinates x˛ with x0 D t
relative to which the metric g is close to the Minkowski metric m˛ˇ D
n.p/dt2 C ıij dxi dxj in the sense that
jn  n.p/j C jgij  ıij j < 	 on Up:
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Theorem 4.1 provides a general framework to estimate the null radius of in-
jectivity from below. Under condition (1.9), in [11] Klainerman and Rodnianski
showed that conditions (C1)–(C3) hold with a universal constant ı > 0; thus they
derived a universal lower bound on the null radius of injectivity.
In the following we will describe how to verify conditions (C1)–(C3) under as-
sumption (A1). To this end, for each p 2 MI consider the past null cone N.p/,
let s be its affine parameter, and let St D N.p/ \†t . Then St is diffeomorphic
to S2 for each t satisfying t .p/ i.p; t/ < t < t.p/. Let  be the restriction of g




which is a function of t only.
On N.p; / n fpg with  < i.p; t/ we can define a conjugate null vector L
with g.L;L/ D 2 and such that L is orthogonal to the leaves St . In addition,
we can choose .eA/AD1;2 tangent to St such that .eA/AD1;2, e3 D L, and e4 D L
form a null frame. The null second fundamental forms  and , the torsion , and
the Ricci coefficient  of the foliation St are then defined as follows:







In addition, we define tr D ABAB and yAB D AB  12 trAB . We can
define tr and y similarly.
We introduce the null lapse function
a1 WD g.L;T/:
Then a > 0 and a.p/ D 1. It is easy to see that
L D a1.T CN/; L D a.T N/;
where N denotes the unit inward normal to St in †t . We also introduce the func-
tion
 WD n1rNnC kNN ;
which is relevant to the estimate on a.














where ! denotes the portion of a past null geodesic from p contained inN.p; /.
The following result is sufficient to prove conditions (C1)–(C3) in Theorem 4.1.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let assumption (A1) hold. Then there exist universal constants




jk.ˆ.t//j2 dt  C
with ˆ the integral curve of T through p, and






ˇ  C; kyk2L1! L2t .N.p;//  C;(4.4)
on any null cones N.p; /, where  WD minfi; ıg.
In fact, the estimate on tr in (4.4) implies condition (C1); see [4, 6]. Next we
will show that the estimates in (4.4) imply condition (C2). To see this, recall that
ds
dt
D na and d
ds
AB D 2AB . Then
d
dt
.s2AB/ D na.2s3AB C 2s2AB/:
Let X 2 TS2 be any vector field. We integrate the above equation along any null
geodesic and note limt!t.p/ s.t/2.t/ D ı (see [14]); it follows that









s.t 0/2.X;X/na dt 0:
Let ‚ WD 2j yj C j tr  2=sj. We then have
js.t/2.X;X/  ı.X;X/j 
Z t.p/
t




‚.t 0/na dt 0:
Therefore, it follows from the Gronwall inequality that





‚na dt 0 exp
Z t.p/
t
‚.t 0/na dt 0

:
Since 0 < n  3=t2 , estimate (4.4) in Theorem 4.2 impliesZ t.p/
t
‚na dt 0  C .t.p/  t /1=2 C .t.p/  t /  C.t.p/  t /1=2
and consequently
(4.5) js2.X;X/  ı.X;X/j  C.t.p/  t /1=2 ı.X;X/
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for all t .p/  minfi; ıg  t < t.p/, where C is a universal constant. Condition
(C2) is thus verified.
The verification of condition (C3), using estimate (4.3), is given in the following
result:
LEMMA 4.3. Let assumption (A1) hold. For any 	 > 0, there exists a constant
ı > 0 depending only on Q0, K0, t, and 	 such that for every point p 2 MI
there exists on Up WD Ip  Bı.p/ with Ip D Œt .p/  minfi; ıg; t .p/ a system
of transported coordinates t; x D .x1; x2; x3/ relative to which g is close to the
Minkowski metric m.p/ D n.p/2 dt2 C ıij dxi dxj in the sense that
jgij  ıij j < 	 and jn  n.p/j < 	:(4.6)
PROOF. It follows from Proposition 2.4 that there exists a constant ı0 > 0
depending only K0, Q0, t, and 	 such that every geodesic ball Bı0.p/  †t.p/
admits a system of harmonic coordinates x D .x1; x2; x3/ under which
(4.7) .1C 	=2/1ıij  gij  .1C 	=2/ıij :
Under the transported coordinates t; x D .x1; x2; x3/, let p D .t.p/; 0/ and let
q D .t; x/ be an arbitrary point in IpBı.p/with Ip D Œt .p/minfi; ıg; t .p/,
where 0 < ı  ı0 is a constant to be determined. By using the equation @tgij D
2nkij we have












Using the bound 0 < n  3=t, the Hölder inequality, and estimate (4.3) in Theo-
rem 4.2, it follows for some universal constant C1 > 0 that
jgij .t; x/  gij .t.p/; x/j  C1.t.p/  t /1=2  C1ı1=2 :
In view of (4.7), we thus obtain
jgij .t; x/  ıij j  jgij .t; x/  gij .t.p/; x/j C jgij .t.p/; x/  ıij j




which gives the first inequality in (4.6) by letting C1ı
1=2 < 	=2.
Next we prove the second inequality in (4.6). From Proposition 3.7 we have
jn.t; x/  n.t.p/; x/j 
Z t.p/
t
j Pn.t 0; x/jdt 0
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while by employing Morrey’s estimate, Lemma 2.5, and Proposition 3.1, we have









where C2 > 0 is a universal constant. Therefore jn.t; x/  n.p/j  2C2ı1=4 ,
which implies the second inequality in (4.3) by further letting 2C2ı
1=4 < 	. 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is based on a delicate bootstrap argument. We first fix
some notation and terminology. Related to the deformation tensor ˛ˇ of T, we





 , where h
ˇ
˛ D ıˇ˛ C T˛Tˇ denotes the
projection tensor. It is easy to see that kij D hi hj  , and thus this tensor is an
extension of k. We will denote it by the same notation k, i.e.,
(4.9) k˛ˇ D h˛hˇ :
Note that k0˛ D k˛0 D 0.
Corresponding to the null vector L, let rLk be the†t -tangent tensor defined by
rLkij WD h˛i hˇj DLk˛ˇ and let
jrLkj2 D gi i 0gjj 0rLkijrLki 0j 0 :
We also introduce =rk by =rAkij WD rAkij and set
j=rkj2 D ABgi i 0gjj 0rAkijrBki 0j 0 :
Corresponding to the second fundamental form k, then, for each p 2 MI , we
introduce on the null cone N.p; / the k-flux













Corresponding to the time foliation, we recall the null components of the Rie-
mannian curvature tensor R as follows:
(4.11)
˛AB D R.L; eA; L; eB/; ˛AB D R.L; eA; L; eB/;
ˇA D 1
2
















.j˛j2 C jˇj2 C jj2 C j j2 C jˇj2/na d
 dt:
The following result says that once the null lapse a is well controlled, then the
k-flux and the curvature flux can be bounded by a universal constant.
THEOREM 4.4. Let condition (A1) hold. Then there exists a universal constant
C  1 such that for all p 2 MI if ja1j  12 onN.p; / for some 0 <   i,
then there holds
R.p; /C F Œk.p; /  C:
We will prove Theorem 4.4 in Section 6. This result requires 1
2
 a  3
2
on N.p; /, which is obvious for small  > 0 since a.p/ D 1. In order for
the above result to be applicable, we must show that there is a universal constant
ı > 0 such that the same bound on a holds with  WD minfi; ıg, and so does the
same bound onR.p; /CF Œk.p; /. We will use a bootstrap argument to achieve
this together with various estimates on tr, y, and . That is, we will make the
following bootstrap assumptions:
















on the null cone N.p; / for all p 2 MI , where 0 <   i and E0  1 are two
numbers satisfying E0  1. Due to the continuity of the quantities involved and
the compactness ofMI , the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA4) hold automati-
cally for sufficiently small  > 0. Our goal is to show that we can choose universal
constants E0  1 and ı > 0 such that (BA1)–(BA4) hold with  D minfi; ıg.
We will achieve this by showing that the estimates in (BA1)–(BA4) can be im-
proved.
We will first derive various intermediate consequences of the bootstrap assump-
tions. In particular, we will derive the estimate on the important quantity N1Œ=,
which is defined as follows. For any St tangent tensor field F defined on the null
cone N.p; /, the Sobolev norm N1ŒF .p; / is defined by
N1ŒF .p; / WD kr1F kL2.N.p;// C krLF kL2.N.p;//
C k=rF kL2.N.p;//:
(4.12)
Now we introduce = , related to the deformation tensor  of T whose components,
under transported coordinates, are given in (1.12). We set  D Tr k=3 D t=3
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and let yk be the traceless part of k. We decompose yk on each St by introducing
components
(4.13) AB D ykAB ; 	A D ykAN ; ı D ykNN ;
where .eA/AD1;2 is an orthonormal frame on St and N is the inward unit normal
of St in †t . Let yAB be the traceless part of . Since ıABAB D ı, we have
yAB D AB C 12ıABı. We denote by =yk, =r=yk and =0 the collections
=yk D .ı; 	; y/; =r=yk D . =rı; =r	; =ry/; =0 D . =r logn;rN logn/;
respectively. We define = to be the collection
(4.14) = D .=yk; =0; /:
We then define N1Œ=.p; / according to (4.12) with F replaced by = .
With the help of the bound on k-flux given in Theorem 4.4 and various estimates
on the lapse n given in Section 3, we will show that N1Œ=.p; / can be bounded
in a suitable way under (A1) and the bootstrap assumptions.
THEOREM 4.5. Let (A1) hold. Then there exists a universal constant C such that
under the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA3) with E0  1 there holds
(4.15) N1Œ=.p; /  C
for all p 2 MI .
We will prove Theorem 4.5 in Section 8. From Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 it
follows that
(4.16) R.p; /CN1Œ=.p; /  C0;
where C0  1 is a universal constant.
With the help of (4.16), we can establish the following result, which enables us
to improve the estimates in the bootstrap assumptions.
THEOREM 4.6. There exist two universal constants ı0 > 0 and C1  1 such that,
under the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA4) with E0  1, if  < minfi; ı0g
then there hold














on the null cones N.p; / for all p 2 MI .
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The significance of Theorem 4.6 lies in that it allows us to choose E0  1 and
ı > 0 universal such that (BA1)–(BA4) hold on N.p; / with  D minfi; ıg.
To see this, we choose E0 and ı in the way that
(4.21) E0 WD 2C1 and ı D minf.4C1/2; ı0g:
With such E0 and ı, estimates (4.17)–(4.20) imply that estimates (BA1)–(BA4)
can be improved as

















on N.p; / if   minfi; ıg. By repeated use of Theorem 4.4, Theorem 4.5,
and Theorem 4.6, the bootstrap principle implies that the estimates in the bootstrap
assumptions (BA1)–(BA4) hold with  D minfi; ıg, where E0 and ı are deter-
mined by (4.21), which are positive universal constants. Consequently, we obtain
(4.4) in Theorem 4.2.
We remark that results analogous to Theorem 4.6 have been proved in [7, 14]
for the geodesic foliations where only the bound of the curvature flux is used. In
time foliations, however, the proof of Theorem 4.6 relies not only on the curvature
flux but also on N1Œ=.
Assuming (4.20), the following simple argument shows how to derive (4.17)
from (BA1). Recall that a1 D g.L;T/ and L D a1.N C T/. We have
d
ds
a1 D g.L;DLT/ D a2g.N;DTT/C a2g.N;DNT/:
Recall also that DTT D n1rn and kNN D hN;DNTi; we obtain dds a1 D
a2.0N C kNN /: Consequently,
(4.22) L.a/ D d
ds
a D 0N C kNN :
Since ds
dt
D na, we have d
dt
a D na.0N C kNN /. Integrating the above
equation along null geodesics initiating from p and using a.p/ D 1 yields
a  1 D
Z t.p/
t




From (BA1) and (4.20) it then follows that ja  1j  C.t.p/  t /1=2  C1=2 for
all t .p/    t  t .p/.
The derivation of (4.18)–(4.20), however, is highly nontrivial. The complete
proof is contained in [15, 16], where other related estimates for Ricci coefficients
are proved simultaneously.
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.2, it remains to prove (4.3), which
is restated in the following result:
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THEOREM 4.7. Assume that condition (A1) holds. Then there exist universal con-
stants ı > 0 and C > 0 such thatZ t.p/
t.p/minfi;ıg
jk.ˆ.t//j2n dt  C
for all p 2 MI , where ˆ denotes the integral curve of T through p.
The proof of Theorem 4.7 forms the core part of the present paper. It is based
on the formula of k given in Section 5 and a Kirchhoff-Sobolev representation
for k given in Section 9 together with various estimates on null cones derived in
Section 8.
5 Tensorial Wave Equation for the Second Fundamental Form
In this section we will derive the formula for k, where k is defined in (4.9),
whose projection to †t is exactly the second fundamental form.
PROPOSITION 5.1. The tensor k defined by (4.9) satisfies the tensorial wave equa-
tion
(5.1)
kij D n3 PnrirjnC n2rirj PnC 20a.rakij  rikaj  rjkai /
 2Tr kRij Rkij CR Tr kgij
C 2.kai Raj C kaj Rai /  2Rabkabgij
C n1.2kai rarjnC 2kaj rarin nkij  Tr krirjn/
C 2kiakabkbj  0aa0 kij  n1kij :
PROOF. We first recall that
kij D D0D0kij C gpqDpDqkij :
By using k0˛ D k˛0 D 0 and Diej D riej  kijT, we can obtain through a
straightforward calculation that
gpqDpDqkij D 4kij C Tr kD0kij C 2kiakabkbj :
By using DTT D n1rinei D  i0ei and k0˛ D k˛0 D 0, we can obtain
D0D0kij D e0.D0kij /C kai D0kaj C kaj D0kia C 0arakij
C 0iD0k0j C 0jD0ki0:
It is easy to see D0k0j D 0akaj . From equation (1.3) it also follows that
(5.2) D0kij D e0.kij /C 2kiakaj D n1rirjnCRij C Tr k kij :
Consequently,
D0D0kij D e0.D0kij /C 0arakij  n1.kai rarjnC kaj rarin/




kij D e0.D0kij /  0arakij  0i0akaj  0j0akai
C n1.kai rarjnC kaj rarin/  .kai Raj C kaj Rai /
 2Tr kkiakaj C 4kij C Tr kD0kij C 2kiakabkbj :
We need to compute e0.D0kij /. It follows from (5.2) and Tr k D t that
(5.4)
e0.D0kij / D n3 Pnrirjn  n2@t .rirjn/C n1@tRij
C n1kij C Tr kD0kij  2Tr kkiakaj :
In order to compute @t .rirjn/ and @tRij , let aij denote the Christoffel symbol
of †t . Then it follows from the equation @tgij D 2nkij that
Paij D n.rikaj C rjkai  rakij /  rinkaj  rjnkai C rankij :
Using div k D 0 and Tr k D t , this in particular implies Paaj D Tr krjn. There-
fore, noting that @t .rirjn/ D rirj Pn  Paijran, we can obtain
(5.5)
@t .rirjn/ D rirj PnC nran.rikaj C rjkai  rakij /
C .rinkaj C rjnkai /ran  jrnj2kij :
Noting also that @tRij D ra Paij  ri Paaj and div k D 0, we have
@tRij D ran.2rakij  rikaj  rjkai /  n.rarikaj C rarjkai  4kij /
Cnkij  .rarin  kaj C rarjn  kai /C Tr k rirjn:
With the help of the commutation formula
rarikaj D Œra;ri kaj D Rj abikba CRaikaj
and the curvature decomposition formula
Rj
a





i  gij ıab /R;
we obtain





R Tr kgij :
Consequently,
(5.6)
@tRij D ran.2rakij  rikaj  rjkai /  .rarinkaj C rarjnkai /
C n4kij C 4nkij  3n.Riakaj CRjakai /C 2nTr kRij
C 2nRabkabgij C nRkij  nR Tr kgij C Tr krirjn:
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Plugging (5.5) and (5.6) into (5.4) and using 0i D n1rin yields
e0.D0kij / D n3 Pnrirjn  n2rirj Pn  0a.3rakij  2rikaj  2rjkai /
 0i0akaj  0j0akai C 0aa0 kij
 n1.rarinkaj C rarjnkai  Tr krirjn/C 4kij
C n14nkij  3.Riakaj CRjakai /C 2Tr kRij C 2Rabkabgij
CRkij R Tr kgij C n1kij C Tr kD0kij  2Tr kkai kaj :
Plugging the above equation into (5.3) gives the desired equation. 
6 Proof of Theorem 4.4
In this section we will complete the proof of Theorem 4.4; i.e., we will show
that if ja  1j  1
2
on N.p; / for some 0 <   i, then
R.p; /C F Œk.p; /  C;
where C is a universal constant.
We will use the following result (see [5, lemma 8.1.1]):










whereJ .p/ denotes the causal past of p, J .p; / denotes the portion ofJ .p/












We first show the boundedness of the curvature flux R.p; /. We introduce
P D QŒRˇıTˇTTı with the Bel-Robinson tensorQŒR defined in Section 2.










Since R˛ˇ D 0, a direct calculation shows DP D 3˛ˇQŒR˛ˇıTTı . With










Note that g.P;L/ D QŒR.T;T;T; L/ and T D 1
2
.aLCa1L/. Since ja 1j 
1
2
on N.p; /, it follows from [5, lemma 7.3.1] that g.P;L/ is equivalent to
j˛j2 C jˇj2 C jˇj2 C jj2 C j j2:








ˇ  CR.p; /:
By (6.1), we conclude thatR.p; /  C for some universal constant C.
Next we will show the boundedness of the k-flux F Œk.p; /. With the help of
the projection tensor
h˛ˇ D g˛ˇ C T˛Tˇ ;
for any tensor field U˛1˛2˛m in TM, we define jU j as follows:
jU j2 D hIJUIUJ D h˛1ˇ1    h˛mˇmU˛1˛2˛mUˇ1ˇ2ˇm ;
hIJ D h˛1ˇ1    h˛mˇm ; UI D U˛1˛2˛m ; UJ D Uˇ1ˇ2ˇm :
For any †t -tangent tensor field U inMI , we define the energy momentum tensor
QŒU ˛ˇ associated with the covariant wave operator acting on tensors as follows:











It is easy to see that the last term can be written symbolically as   DU  DU .
We apply the above equation to U D k. Since h0˛ D 0 and hij D gij , we have
(6.2)
Dˇ .QŒk˛ˇT˛/ D DˇT˛QŒk˛ˇ C DˇQŒk0ˇ
D kijQŒkij  0jQŒk0j C D0kij kij
C ŒDa;D0kijrakij C   Dk  Dk:
In view of the commutation formula
ŒDm;D0kij D Ri bm0kbj C Rj bm0kib D 	sibHsmkbj  	sjbHsmkbi ;
we derive symbolically
Dˇ .QŒk˛ˇT˛/ D kijQŒkij  0jQŒk0j C D0kij kij
CH  k  rk C   Dk  Dk:
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QŒkij D rikpqrjkpq  1
2
gij .jD0kj2 C jrkj2/:(6.5)
Therefore
(6.6)
Dˇ .QŒk˛ˇT˛/ D 1
2
Tr k.jD0kj2 C jrkj2/C k  rk  rk
C D0k  k CH  k  rk C   Dk  Dk:











For the null pair L and L, it is easy to see that
QŒk.L;L/ D jrLkj2; QŒk.L;L/ D j=rkj2:
Since T D 1
2
.aLC a1L/, we have






Since ja  1j  1
2








Thus we derive from (6.7) and (6.3) that
































































Recall the formula for k given in Proposition 5.1, which symbolically can be
written as
k D n3 Pnr2nC n2r2 PnC      C k  r2n
C k  Ric C   rk  n1k:
Since C1  n  C , we obtain
kkkL1t L2x . k PnkL1t L1x kr
2nkL1t L2x C kr





C kkkL1t L1x kr
2nkL1t L2x C kkkL1t L1x kRickL1t L2x
C kkkL1t L2x C kkL1t L1x krkkL1t L2x :
In view of assumption (A1), Lemma 2.2, Proposition 3.1, Proposition 3.7, and
(6.9), it follows that
kkkL1t L2x  C.1C kkL1t L1x C /  C:
Combining the above inequality with (6.10) completes the proof of Theorem 4.4.
7 Trace Estimates
For a point p 2 MI , let s be the affine parameter on the null cone N.p/, and
let r be the radius of St WD N.p/ \ †t , which is defined by (4.2). On each St
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we introduce the ratio of area elements
(7.1) vt .!/ D
pj jq
jı j
; ! 2 S2:
We will first show that all the quantities s, r , v1=2t , and t .p/ t are comparable un-
der the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA3). Here we say two quantities ' and  
are comparable in the sense that C1  '  C for some universal constant
C > 0.
LEMMA 7.1. Under the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA3), the four quantities
s.t/, r.t/, v1=2t , and t .p/  t are comparable on the null cone N.p; / with
  minfi; ıg, where ı > 0 is a universal constant.
PROOF. The comparability of s and t .p/  t follows from the relation ds
dt
D
na and the bootstrap assumption (BA1). Similar to the derivation of (4.5), we
have under the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA3) that





for all t .p/  minfi; ; ıg  t < t.p/, where ı is a universal constant. This
implies immediately that 1
2
s.t/2  vt  32s.t/2. Consequently, vt and t .p/  t
are comparable. Thus for the area jSt j of St there holds
C1.t.p/  t /2  jSt j  C.t.p/  t /2
for some universal constant C . This together with the definition of r gives the
comparability of r and t .p/  t . 
7.1 Optical Function
In this section we give a brief review of the construction of optical functions;
one may see [5] for more information.
For any point p 2 MI , let J.p/ be the causal past, and letN.p/ and I.p/
denote, respectively, the null boundary and the interior. For each 0 <  < i with
i defined by (4.1), let J .p; /, N.p; /, and I.p; / denote the portions of
J .p/,N.p/, and I.p/ in the time slab Œt .p/; t.p/, respectively. Letˆ be
the integral curve of T through p with ˆ.t.p// D p. According to the definition
of i, all the null cones N.ˆ.t/;  C t  t .p//, with t .p/    t  t .p/ and
 < i, are disjoint, and their union forms N.p; /. We now define u to be the





Such u, which will be called an optical function, is a well-defined smooth function
on J .p; / and satisfies the eikonal equation
g˛ˇ@˛u@ˇu D 0:
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It is clear that the level sets Cu of u are the incoming null cones in the time slab
Œt .p/  ; t.p/ with vertices on ˆ, and T.u/ D 1 on ˆ. Moreover, the null
geodesic vector L defined before can be written as L D g˛ˇ@ˇu@˛.
For each t 2 Œt .p/  ; t.p/, we define uM .t/ and um.t/, respectively, to be
the largest and smallest values of u for which the part of the cone Cu that lies in
the future of †t is contained in J .p/, i.e.,
uM .t/ D u.p/ and um.t/ D u.ˆ.t//:
For each u.ˆ.t.p/  //  u  u.p/, we also define tM .u/ and tm.u/ to be the
largest and smallest value of t for which †t intersects Cu, respectively. It is clear
that tM .u/ is the value of t at the vertex of Cu and tm.u/ D t .p/   . Note that
both uM and tm are independent of t .
We set
St;u WD Cu \†t ;
which is a smooth surface for each t .p/    t  t .p/ and uM  u < um.t/.




where jSt;uj denotes the area of St;u with respect to the metric  .
The following result follows readily from Lemma 7.1 and the definition of u.
PROPOSITION 7.2. Under the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA3) on N.p; /
for all p 2 MI , there hold
C1  tM .u/  t
r.t; u/
 C and C1  u  um.t/
r.t; u/
 C
for all t .p/minfi; ; ıg < t < t.p/, where C and ı are two positive universal
constants.













The following result can be found in [5], which is crucial in deriving trace esti-
mates.













.rNf C tr f /a d
u du;
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where N denotes the unit inward normal to St;u in †t , and  denotes the corre-
sponding second fundamental form.
7.2 Trace Estimates
We will rely on the following trace inequality:
LEMMA 7.4. Under the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA3) on N.p; / with
E0  1, for any †t -tangent tensor field F there holds
kr1=2F kL2.St / . krF kL2.†t / C kF kL2.†t /;
where St WD N.p; / \†t and r WD
p
.4/1jSt j.
In Section 4 we have verified condition (C2). Therefore Lemma 7.4 can be
proved by the standard procedure. Using Lemma 7.4, we can derive the following
result.
PROPOSITION 7.5. Let the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA3) hold onN.p; /
with E0  1. Then for any †t -tangent tensor field F there hold
kF k2
L2.St /
. kF kH1.†t /kF kL2.†t /;(7.3)
kF kL4.St / . kF kH1.†t /;(7.4)
for all t .p/    t < t.p/.
PROOF. Let .u/ be a smooth cutoff function satisfying .uM / D 1, 0   
1, and supp./  ŒumCuM
2






.rN jF j2 C tr  jF j2/a d










tr  jF j2a d
 du0:
Since the bootstrap assumption (BA1) implies 1
2
 a  3
2




2F  rNFa d
 du0
ˇˇˇ

















It follows from Lemma 7.4 thatZ
St;u0
jF j2 d
 . kr1=2F kL2.St;u0 / kF kL2.St;u0 /r1=2
. kF kH1.†t / kF kL2.St;u0 /r1=2;















. kF kH1.†t / kF kL2.†t /:
We therefore obtain
jI1j . kF kH1.†t / kF kL2.†t /:
In order to estimate the term I2, we recall that tr  D a trC ıABkAB . Since
the bootstrap assumption (BA2) implies jtr2=sj  E0 on each St;u0 and Propo-
sition 7.2 implies that s, t .p/  t , and r are comparable, we have



















 du0 C kkkL3.†t / kF k2L3.†t /:
Recall that kkkL3.†t /  C from Lemma 2.2 and apply Lemma 2.5 to kF k2L3.†t /;
we obtain








Now we use Lemma 7.4 again and note that Proposition 7.2 implies r.t; u0/1 .











.u0  um/1 du0
1=2
. kF kH1.†t / kF kL2.†t /:
Therefore
jI2j . kF kH1.†t / kF kL2.†t /:
The proof of (7.3) is complete.
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Applying (7.5) with jF j replaced by jF j2 and using Sobolev embedding, we can
obtain (7.4) in a similar fashion. 
As a consequence, we obtain the following:
PROPOSITION 7.6. Let the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA3) hold onN.p; /
with E0  1. Let St WD N.p; / \ †t and let r be defined by (4.2). Let 0
denote the tensor r logn.
(i) Let  denote either k , 0, or D0 lognI then for t .p/    t  t .p/
kkL4.St /  C;(7.6)
kr1=2kL2.St /  C:(7.7)
(ii) Let F denote either n1r2n or n2r PnI then
(7.8) kF kL2.N.p;//  C:
(iii) For 0, there holds
(7.9) krL0kL2.N.p;// C kD00kL2.N.p;// C kr0kL2.N.p;//  C:
PROOF.
(i) It follows that kkH1.†t /  C from Lemma 2.2, Proposition 3.1, and
Lemma 3.6. Thus (7.6) follows from (7.4) in Proposition 7.5 and (7.7) follows
from Lemma 7.4.
(ii) For F D .n1r2n; n2r Pn/ it follows from Proposition 3.1, Proposi-
tion 3.4, Lemma 3.6, and Proposition 3.7 that
krF kL1t L2x.M/  C and kF kL1t L2x.M/  C:
Applying (7.3) to F yields
kF k2
L2.N.p;// . kF kL1t H1x .M/kF kL1t L2x.M/ . C:
(iii) By straightforward calculation, symbolically we have
D00 D n2r PnC   0; r0 D n1r2nC   0;
rL0 D a1n2r Pn  a1r0  a1  0:
Therefore, (7.9) follows immediately from (7.6) and (7.8).

8 Estimates on the Null Cones
8.1 Structure Equations on the Null Cones
In Section 4 we introduced the null pair L;L on the null cone N.p; / and
defined the null second fundamental forms ;  and the Ricci coefficients ; . We
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also introduced in (4.11) the null components ˛, ˇ, , and  of the curvature tensor








C tryAB D ˛AB ;(8.2)
d
ds





tr tr D 2 div   y  yC 2jj2 C 2:(8.4)
Moreover,  satisfies the following Hodge system:
div  D 
  C 1
2
y  y  jj2  1
2
aı tr  a tr;(8.5)












.tr/2  ! tr;(8.7)






.D3 log aC akNN  a0N /:(8.9)
These equations can be found in [5, pp. 351–360], where more structure equations
have been derived.
8.2 Proof of Theorem 4.5
The main purpose of this subsection is to prove Theorem 4.5 concerning the
boundedness ofN1Œ= under the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA3) onN.p; /
with 0 <   i and E0  1 for any p 2 MI , where = is defined by (4.14) and
the Sobolev normN1ŒF  for any St -tangent tensor field F is defined by (4.12). We
can restate Theorem 4.5 in the following form:
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let = be the St -tangent tensor field defined in (4.14), and let
x WD .k;r logn/. Then, under the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA4) with
E0  1, there hold
kr1xkL2.N.p;//  C;(8.10)
k=r =kL2.N.p;//  C;(8.11)
k=rL=kL2.N.p;//  C:(8.12)
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We have obtained in Theorem 4.4 and (7.9) that
(8.13) k=rxkL2.Cu/ C krLxkL2.Cu/  C:
Let N be the unit inward normal to St in †t , and let  be the second fundamental
form of St , i.e., AB D g.rAN; eB/. Then there hold
rAN D ABeB ; rBeA D =rBeA  ABN:
This enables us to derive symbolically that
(8.14) =r = D =rx C tr   = C y  =:
Recall also that DLL D 0, DLL D 2AeA, and DLeA D =r4eA C Ae4. We have,
in view of dt
ds
D .an/1, that
(8.15) =rL= D rLx C =   C .an/1:
In order to show Proposition 8.1, we need three auxiliary lemmas. We will use



























where vt is defined by (7.1), and ! , ! 2 S2, denotes the portion of an incoming
null geodesic initiating from p in the time slab Œt .p/  ; t.p/. In the following
argument we will suppress N.p; / in these norms for simplicity.
LEMMA 8.2. For any St -tangent tensor field F , there hold the estimates





. .k=rLF kL2 C kr1F kL2/kF kL1! L2t :(8.17)
PROOF. We refer to [7, 14] for the proof of (8.16). In the following we will
prove (8.17). Let vt be defined by (7.1). We first integrate along any past null
geodesic initiating from p to get
(8.18) vt jF j4 D lim
t!t.p/





0 jF j4/dt 0:
For the estimate of the first term on the right of (8.18), we proceed as follows:
Let ' be a smooth cutoff function defined on Œt .p/ ; t.p/ satisfying 0  '  1,
'.t.p// D 1, and supp'  Œt .p/  =2; t.p/. Then
(8.19) lim
t!t.p/



















t . 1. Using































.vt jF j4/ D na.trvt jF j4 C 4vt jF j2 =rLF  F /;
we have
I .
kv1=2t =rLF kL2!L2t C ktrv1=2t F kL2!L2t kF kL1! L2t kv1=2t jF j2kL2!L1t











kr1F kL2 C kr1F kL2
. .E0 C 1/kr1F kL2 . kr1F kL2 :
Therefore






It is easy to see that
jIIj . kF kL2!L2t kF kL1! L2t kv
1=2
t jF j2kL2!L1t






Combining the estimates for I and II with (8.20) gives (8.17). 
LEMMA 8.3. For any St -tangent tensor field F satisfying
(8.21) =rLF C m
2
trF D G  F CH
withm  1 an integer andG a tensor field of suitable type, if limt!t.p/ r.t/mF D
0 and sup!2S2
R t.p/
t.p/ najGj2 dt  20, the following estimates hold:
kF kL2!L2t . e
C0
1=2kHkL2 ;(8.22)
kr1=2F kL2!L1t . e
C0
1=2kHkL2 :(8.23)
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PROOF. Because d
dt
vt D na trvt , along any past null geodesic initiating
from p we have
d
dt
.vmt jF j2/ D 2navmt hH C F G;F i:
With the help of the limt!t.p/ rmjF j D 0, it follows for t .p/   t  t .p/ that
vmt jF j2 D 2
Z t.p/
t




navmt 0 .jF jjH j C jF j2jGj/:
By a simple argument we can derive
v
m=2
















In view of sup!2S2
R t.p/







Thus by using Lemma 7.1 and m  1, we have





t 0 jH jna dt 0
. eC01=2.t.p/  t /1
Z t.p/
t
r jH jdt 0:(8.24)
To derive (8.22), we integrate the above inequality along a null geodesic initiat-
ing from vertex p. By the Hardy-Littlewood inequality we obtain
kF kL2t . e
C0
1=2







Integrating (8.25) with respect to the angular variable ! 2 S2 yields (8.22).
Next we multiply (8.24) by r1=2 to obtain
sup
t.p/tt.p/
r1=2jF j . eC01=2krHkL2t ;
which, by taking the L2!-norm, gives (8.23). 
LEMMA 8.4. For y there hold the estimates





PROOF. We will use the transport equation (8.2), i.e.,
(8.28) =rL yC try D ˛:
Recall that r y ! 0 as t ! t .p/; see [14]. Recall also that k˛kL2  C ; see
Theorem 4.4. It then follows from Lemma 8.3 that
kr1=2 ykL2!L1t C kykL2!L2t  C:
Next we use (8.28) again to estimate k=rL ykL2 . In view of the bootstrap assump-






kr ykL2t L2! C kr
1 ykL2  C:
Thus, from (8.28) it follows that k=rL ykL2 . k trykL2 C k˛kL2  C:We there-
fore complete the proof of (8.26).
By making use of (8.17) and (8.26) together with the bootstrap assumption
(BA3), we obtain
kykL4xL1t . .k=rL ykL2 C kr
1 ykL2/1=2kyk1=2L1! L2t  CE
1=4
0 ;
which gives (8.27). 
Now we are ready to complete the proof of Proposition 8.1.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 8.1. We first prove (8.10). Let jxj WD jxjg . It is easy
to check that





jxj2 C s2jxj2g C 2s1rLx  x:
We integrate the above equation along the null cone N.p; /. By Lemma 7.1, it
is easy to see that
R
St











jxj2 C 2s1rLx  x/na d
 dt:






ˇ . kr1=2xk2L2.St.p/ /  C:












ˇ  CE0  C:
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s1rLx  xna d
 dt
ˇˇˇ




 C C Cks1xkL2 ;
which implies ks1xkL2  C . Consequently, in view of Lemma 7.1, (8.10) fol-
lows. As a byproduct, we have from (BA2) and Lemma 7.1 that




ks1xkL2  C.1C E0/  C:
Next we will show (8.11) by using equation (8.14). Using AB D aAB C
kAB , we have from (7.6) and (8.27) that
ky  =kL2 . k=kL4.kkkL4 C kykL4/  C.E1=40 C 1/1=2  C:
Since tr  D a trC ıABkAB , we have from (7.6) and (8.30) that
ktr  =kL2t L2x . kkkL4 k=kL4 C ktr=kL2  C:
Consequently, in view of (8.13) and (8.14), (8.11) follows immediately.
Using  D =r logn  	 and (8.15), we can derive (8.12) easily from (8.13) and
(7.6). 
8.3 Estimates for Ricci Coefficients
LEMMA 8.5. For the Ricci coefficient  and the null lapse a there hold
kr1=2kL2!L1t C kr
1kL2 C k=rLkL2  C;(8.31)
kr1=2 =r log akL2!L1t C kr
1 =r log akL2 C k=rL =r log akL2  C:(8.32)
PROOF. From the transport equation (8.3) we have
(8.33) =rL C 1
2
tr   D y   C     ˇ:
Since (BA3) implies kykL1! L2t  E
1=2
0 with E0  1, it follows from Lemma 8.3




1kL2 . kˇkL2 C ky  kL2 C ktr  kL2
From Theorem 4.4 we have kˇkL2  C . Recall that  D =r logn  	, which is a
combination of terms in = . By (8.30) we have ktr kL2  C . Therefore
kr1=2kL2!L1t C kr
1kL2  C.E0 C 1/C ky  kL2 :
In view of (7.6) in Proposition 7.6, (8.27) in Lemma 8.4, and E0  1, we have
kr1=2kL2!L1t C kr
1kL2  C C 1=2kykL4xL1t kkL1t L4x  C:
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Consequently, it follows from (8.33), (BA2), and (BA3) that k=rLkL2  C . We
thus obtain (8.31).
In order to show (8.32), we use the relation  D =r log aC	. By Proposition 8.1,
kr1=2	kL2!L1t C k	kL2!L2t C k=rL	kL2  C:
Thus, the estimates for =r log a follow. 
LEMMA 8.6. For the 
 defined by (8.8) there holds k
kL2  C on N.p; /.
PROOF. Recall that by (8.4), 
 D 2 div   y  yC 2jj2 C 2. We have from
Theorem 4.4, Proposition 7.6, and Theorem 4.5 that
k
kL2 . k=rkL2 C kk2L4 C kkL2 C ky  ykL2 . C C ky  ykL2 :
Recall also that 
AB
D a2AB C 2akAB ; we have from (8.27) and Proposi-
tion 7.6 that k
kL2 . C C kykL4.kykL4 C kkkL4/  C . 
Using aAB D AB C kAB again, we can summarize the estimates obtained
so far in this section as follows:
PROPOSITION 8.7. There exist universal constants ı0 > 0 and C > 0 such that,




N1Œ=.p; /  C;(8.36)
kn1r2n; n2r PnkL2  C;(8.37)
kr1=2.y; x; ; =r log a; y/kL2!L1t  C;(8.38)
k.y; x; ; =r log a; y/kL2t L2!  C;(8.39)
k=rL.y; ; =r log a; y/kL2  C;(8.40)
where  D .n1@t logn; x/.
The above estimates provide the intermediate steps toward the proof of Theo-
rem 4.6. The complete proof, however, requires more estimates on y, , and  as
follows. Since the arguments are rather lengthy, we will report them in [15, 16].
PROPOSITION 8.8. There exist universal constants ı0 > 0 and C > 0 such that,
under the bootstrap assumptions (BA1)–(BA4) with E0  1, if  < minfi; ı0g,




kykL1! L2t C kkL1! L2t  C;(8.42)
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kkL1! L2t C kkL1! L2t  C;(8.43)
N1Œy; ; =r log a; y.p; /  C;(8.44)
kr1=2. =r tr;
/kL2xL1t C k. =r tr;
/kL2  C;(8.45)
on the null cone N.p; / for all p 2 MI .
The estimates in Proposition 8.7 and Proposition 8.8 give Theorem 4.6. Thus,
we may use a bootstrap argument, as explained in Section 4, to conclude that all
the estimates in the above two propositions hold on the null conesN.p; / for all
p 2 MI with  D minfi; ıg for some universal constant ı > 0.
We conclude this section with an application to estimate kkL2uL2!.Int.St;u//,










r 02jF j2ga d
 du0
with r 0 D r.t; u0/.
PROPOSITION 8.9. For D.n1@t logn; x/, there holds kkL2uL2!.Int.St;u//C:
PROOF. It is convenient to introduce the new null pair L0 WD T C N , L0 WD
TN . Let 0, 0, 0, and 0 denote the Ricci coefficients corresponding to the null
frame .eA/AD1;2, e03 D L0, e04 D L0. Since L D a1L0 and L D aL0, it is easy
to see
 D a10;  D a0;  D 0;  D 0:
From (8.1), (8.7), (8.9), and (8.5), we can derive




ı tr0C2 tr0y0.y0Cy/.div Cjj2C/;
which, multiplied by jj WD jjg , implies






ı tr0  y0.y0 C y/  .div  C jj2 C /

jj2 C 2 tr0rN  :
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ˇ . kr1=2k2L2.St;u/  C:






rN  tr0a d
 du0
ˇˇˇ













ˇ . kkkL6.†t / kk2L6.†t / C kk3L3.Int.St;u//
. .krkkL2.†t / C kkH1.†t //kk2H1.†t /
 C:









ˇ . kkL2.†t /kk2L4.IntSt;u/  C.u  um/1=2:
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. k=rkL2.Int.St;u// sup
umu0u






.jj2jj2 C jjjj3/a d
 du0:
In view of Lemma 2.2 and Propositions 3.1 and (3.12), we derive
k=rkL2.Int.St;u//  krkL2.†t /  C;
while in view of (8.44), (8.16), and (7.6) we have
sup
umu0u
kkL4.St;u0 /  C; sup
umu0u

















kkL4.St;u0 /kk3L4.St;u0 /.u  um/










ˇ  C.1C .u  um/1=2/.u  um/1=2:














.jj2.j yj2 C jj2/C jyj  jj3/d
 du0  C.u  um/:
Combining all the above estimates with (8.47), using 0 D a and (BA1), and
noting u  um .  . 1 yields
ktrk2
L2.Int.St;u//
 C C CktrkL2.Int.St;u//;
which implies kt rkL2.Int.St;u//  C . This together with (BA2) implies the
desired inequality. 
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9 Proof of Theorem 4.7
In this section we will complete the proof of Theorem 4.7. For any p 2 MI , let
ˆ.t/ be the integral curve of T through p withˆ.t.p// D p. For each pt WD ˆ.t/,
we will represent k.pt / in terms of a Kirchhoff-Sobolev formula over a past null
cone with vertex pt . We then use the estimates established in the previous sections
to obtain
R t.p/
t.p/ jk.ˆ.t//j2n dt  C for some universal constant C .
9.1 Derivation of the Kirchhoff Parametrix
We first revisit the formulation of the Kirchhoff parametrix in [10]. We define A
to be a †t -tangent 2-tensor satisfying
(9.1) .DLA/ij C 1
2
trAij D 0 on N.p; /; lim
t!t.p/
.t.p/  t /Aij D Jij ;
where J 2 Tp†t.p/ and jJ jg D 1. This A is similar to the one defined in [12]
but with the modification that A is †t -tangent. Since we have obtained in Propo-
sitions 8.7 and 8.8 the estimates ontr  2s

L1
; k=r trkL2 ; kr1=2 =r trkL2xL1t ;
kr1. C /kL2 ; ky; ; kL1! L2t ; R.p; /;
on the null cone N.p; /, we may adapt the proof in [12] to obtain the following
estimates on A.
PROPOSITION 9.1. For the tensor A defined by (9.1) there hold
(9.2) k=rAkL2.N.p;// C kr1=2 =rAkL2xL1t .N.p;// C krAkL1.N.p;//  C;
where C is a universal constant.
Now we derive the Kirchhoff-Sobolev formula for any †t -tangent 2-tensor ‰I ,
I D fi; j g; see [10, 13]. According to the definition of ‰I , we have under the





D34‰I C ıABDAB‰I :
Recall that DLL D 0, DLL D 2AeA, and DBeA D =rBeA C 12 ABe3 C 12 ABe4.
We can obtain
D43‰I D D4.D3‰/I  2ADA‰I ;
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Noting the commutation formula D34‰I D43‰I D Ri ˛34‰ j˛ CRj ˛34‰i˛, we
obtain





C ıAB =rA =rB‰I  1
2
Ri ˛34‰ j˛  1
2
Rj ˛34‰i˛:




























trD4‰I  AI :


























where 1.‰/ D D4A0i  D3‰0i C D4Ai0  D3‰i0.
For „2, in view of (9.1) and the fact that ‰ is †t -tangent, we first have
trD4‰I  AI D D4.‰I  AI tr/C 1
2
tr trAI ‰I  D4 tr ‰I  AI I
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 is defined in (8.8).



















‰I  AI tr  4n.p/h‰; J i:
Therefore we derive
(9.4)




‰I  AI C 1
2



















.Ri ˛34‰ j˛ C Rj ˛34‰i˛/Aij :
We apply (9.4) to the tensor field ‰ D k and obtain the following:
THEOREM 9.2. Let p 2 MI , let ˆ.t/ be the integral curve of T through p with
ˆ.t.p// D p, and let pt D ˆ.t/. Let A be a †t -tangent 2-tensor on J .p; /
satisfying (9.1) on each null cone Cu WD N.pt ; t  t .p/C /, where u D u.t/ DR t
t0
njˆdt for tm WD t .p/    t  t .p/. Then there holds
(9.5)
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where 1.k/ D D4A0i  D3k0i C D4Ai0  D3ki0 and
I.pt / D 
Z
Cu




A  R.  ;  ; L;L/  k;





A  k; L.pt / D
Z
Cu
.=rBA  =rBk C 2B  =rBk  A/;










In the following we will use the representation formula given in Theorem 9.2 to
show that Z t.p/
t.p/
jk.pt /j2n dt  C
for some universal constant C . We proceed as follows.
 Estimate on I.pt /. We use the expression of k given in Proposition 5.1,
which symbolically can be written as
k D n3 Pnr2nC n2r2 PnC      C k  r2n
C k  Ric C   rk  n1k:





j Pnr2nj C jr2 Pnj C jj3 C jkjjr2nj C jkjjRicj
C jjjrkj C jkj




C kr1kkL2.Cu/ kr2nkL2.Cu/ C kRickL2.Cu/ kr1kkL2.Cu/
C kr1kL2.Cu/ krkkL2.Cu/ C kr1kkL1.Cu/:
Therefore, with the help of Proposition 7.6 and Proposition 8.1, we have










































dt 0  C:







n dt  C:
ThereforeZ t.p/
tm










































kr2 PnkL2.Int.St0;u.t.p////dt 0  C:






0  C.tM .u/  tm/1=2:
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n dt  C2:
Combining the above estimates we therefore obtain
Z t.p/
tm
jI.pt /j2n dt  C C C2 . C:
 Estimate on J.pt /. It follows from Proposition 9.1, Theorem 4.4, and Propo-
sition 8.1 that
jJ.pt /j . krAkL1.Cu/ kr1kkL2.Cu/R.pt ;  C t  t .p//  C:
Thus Z t.p/
tm
jJ.pt /j2n dt  C.t.p/  tm/  C  C:
 Estimate on K.pt /. It follows from Proposition 9.1 and Proposition 8.1 that
jK.pt /j  krAkL1.Cu/ kr1xkL2.Cu/ k
kL2.Cu/ . k
kL2.Cu/:
From Lemma 8.6 we then obtain jK.pt /j  C . ThereforeZ t.p/
tm
jK.pt /j2n dt  C.t.p/  tm/  C  C:
 Estimate on L.pt /. It follows from the Hölder inequality that
jL.pt /j . k=rAkL2.Cu/ k=rkkL2.Cu/ C krAkL1.Cu/ kr1kL2.Cu/ k=rkkL2.Cu/:
Therefore, we obtain from Proposition 9.1, Theorem 4.4, and Proposition 8.1 that
jL.pt /j  C , which givesZ t.p/
tm
jL.pt /j2n dt  C.t.p/  tm/  C  C:
 Estimate on E.pt /. We first have from Proposition 9.1 that
jE.pt /j . r1kD3kkL1.Stm;u/ C r1ktrkkL1.Stm;u/:
Using the definition of r we then obtain
jE.pt /j . kD3kkL2.Stm;u/ C r1ktrkkL1.Stm;u/:
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. r1kkkL1.Stm;u/ C kkk2L2.Stm;u/
. kkkL2.Stm;u/ C rkkk2L4.Stm;u/:
Consequently,
jE.pt /j . kD3kkL2.Stm;u/ C r1kkkL2.Stm;u/ C kkk2L4.Stm;u/:
Therefore, using du
dt
D n, we haveZ t.p/
tm









It follows from Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 8.9 thatZ t.p/
tm
jE.pt /j2 dt . kD3kk2L2.†tm / C C:
Recall that L D a.T  N/. So D3k D a.D0k  rNk/. Recall also that
D0k D n1r2nC Ric C k Tr k. Thus




It follows from Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 3.1 that kD3kkL2.†tm /  C . There-
fore Z t.p/
tm
jE.pt /j2n dt  C:
 Estimate on RCu 1.k/. By straightforward calculation we have 1.k/ D


















n dt  C2  C:
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10 Proof of Main Theorem I
In this section, based on Theorem 1.2, we will follow the idea in [12] to give
the proof of Theorem 1.1. According to the local existence theorem given in [12,
prop. 6.1] (see also [5, theorem 10.2.1]), it suffices to show that the quantity
R WD kRickH2.†t / C kkkH3.†t /(10.1)
on each slice †t with t0  t < t is uniformly bounded.
Since .M; g/ is a vacuum space-time, by virtue of the Bianchi identity, R satis-
fies a wave equation of the form R D R ? R. Based on higher-energy estimates















kR.t 0/k2L1 dt 0
for all t0  t1  t < t. The derivation has been given in [12] under assumption
(1.9); the argument, however, depends only on condition (A1).
Thus, the derivation of the L1-bound of R is a crucial step. As in [10] one
can represent R.p/, for each p 2 M, by a Kirchhoff-Sobolev formula over the
null cone N.p; /, where  > 0 is a universal constant such that i.p; t/  
whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 1.2. One can then follow the delicate




.kR.t 0/kL2 C kDR.t 0/kL2 C kD2R.t 0/kL2/:





; ky; ; ; kL1! L2t .N.p;//;
k
; =r trkL2.N.p;//; kr1=2 =r trkL2xL1t .N.p;//;
kr1. C /kL2.N.p;//;
which are provided by Proposition 8.7 and Proposition 8.8 under condition (A1).
Combining estimates (10.2)–(10.4) gives
kR.t/kH2 . 1 sup
t 02Œt;t=2
kR.t 0/kH2 :





where C is a positive constant depending only on Q0, K0, j†0j, t, I0, and the
initial data kR.t0/kH2 .
Now we are ready to show that the quantity R defined by (10.1) is uniformly
bounded for all t0  t < t. Although the argument is standard, we include it here
for completeness.
In view of the well-known equations
rikjm  rjkim D 	ij lHlm;(10.6)
Rij  kiakaj C Tr kkij D Eij :(10.7)
We derive from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 that
(10.8) kRickL2 C kkkH1 C kEkL2 C kHkL2  C;
where here and below all norms are taken over a fixed slice †t , which is sup-
pressed.
In order to obtain the derivative estimates, by straightforward calculation we
have symbolically
rmEij D DmR0i0j  k H;(10.9)
rmHij D Dm?R0i0j  k E;(10.10)
r2mnEij D D2mnR0i0j  kmnD0R0i0j  r.k H/;(10.11)
r2mnHij D D2mn?R0i0j  kmnD0?R0i0j  r.k E/:(10.12)
From (10.9) and (10.10) it follows that
krEkL2 C krHkL2  kDRkL2 C kkkL6 kHkL3 C kkkL6 kEkL3 :
Applying Lemma 2.5 to kEkL3 and kHkL3 , and using (10.5), (10.8), and Young’s
inequality, we obtain
(10.13) krEkL2 C krHkL2  C:
Next we estimate kr2kkL2 . From div k D 0 and (10.6) it follows 4k D Ric 
k C rH . Differentiating it, commuting r with , and using (10.7) yields
(10.14) 4rk D k  k  rk CE  rk C rE  k C r2H:









C krEkL2 krkkL3 kkkL6 C krHkL2 kr2kkL2 :
By virtue of Lemma 2.5, (10.8), and (10.13), we have kr2kk2
L2
. 1C kr2kkL2 ,
which implies kr2kkL2  C . By the Sobolev embedding we obtain
(10.15) kkkL1 C kkkH2  C:
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Using (10.15) and (10.5), it follows easily from (10.7), (10.11), and (10.12) that
kr Ric kL2 C kr2 Ric kL2 C kr2EkL2 C kr2HkL2  C:
Finally, by differentiating (10.14), commuting r with 4, and using (10.7) we
have
4r2k D k  k  r2k C k  rk  rk CE  r2k C rE  rk
C r2E  k C r3H:
Multiplying this equation by r2k and integrating over †t yields
kr3kk2
L2
. kkk2L1 kr2kk2L2 C kkkL1 krkk2L4 kr2kkL2
C krEkL4 krkkL4 kr2kkL2 C kEkL1 kr2kk2L2
C kkkL1 kr2EkL2 kr2kkL2 C kr2HkL2 kr3kkL2
 C C Ckr3kkL2 :
Therefore kr3kkL2  C . The proof is thus complete.
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